CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY
CONSULTING COMPANY (FINLAND)

Challenges

Eficode provided a customer with migration to Azure for their Atlassian product suite as hosted version in Azure on top of Virtual servers.

Prior to migration customer operated on-premise version of the Atlassian Data Center on top of a single Linux server. Operated by customer internal DevOps team and spending a lots of time managing the infrastructure for their solution.

Customer Profile

Customer is Finnish Industrial Company

Operating as consulting company in field of cyber security

1,000+ employees

Operating in Northern and Central Europe in 10 countries

Revenue 60m Euros

Eficode built test and development environments separately for customer to be able to test their environment before going to production. After this migration was completed for Linux server, consisting of Atlassian data center and this enabled customer to have functioning test and development environment and production in Azure.

Eficode proposed a solution to customer to move to Azure swiftly and start building scalable functionality into the operations while pushing the costs down and making optimisation to Linux servers.

Solution consist of rehosting the Linux server in Azure.